Mitigation Field

Trail Guide


designed to provide special areas to protect and manage wildlife habitat. It is used to preserve and manage habitats by creating living areas that have been long-term permanent. If you provide your name, Commission does not distribute this material.

The Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission

Parents and guardians

Year contract with poisons

Prepare for rain and wet trails

Protect yourself from the sun

Carry drinking water

Follow these guidelines:

For your safety and comfort, please

Camouflage

Trees

Pickers and motorized vehicles

Pets

Weapons hunting

The following are prohibited:

Wildlife here from other places

Don't remove wildlife or plants

Don't feed or disturb

Enjoy wildlife from a distance

Prohibit the use of animals and planes

PARK RULES (FL 81-72005 FAC)

About the Mitigation Field

Mitigation Field is a 386-

acre preserve managed by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Commission.